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Should a BEETHEFIRST ever go wrong, don’t worry, we will make it right!

The procedure is quite simple: 
we ask you to fill in an online diagnosis form for our analysis. 
Then our team decides whether we shall send you more info 
or, if needed, just ask you to send us back your BEETHEFIRST and substitute 
for a new one, in accordance with the following conditions. Simple!

This document aims to cover most of the possible cases and 
how to deal with them as efficiently as possible.

Our main approach to interact with our customers is through online forms, 
easily accessible on our website, www.beeverycreative.com. 
These forms allow the customer to explain any issue in a simple 
and user-friendly manner. At the same time, it enables the information 
to be managed quickly and systematically. All our online forms 
are categorised and forwarded to the proper departments for the swiftest 
possible resolution.

We should point out that we ask each customer to keep all of the original 
3D printer packaging, in order to easily dispatch the printer 
in the safest manner possible should any issue with BEETHEFIRST occur. 

The following diagrams explain how any occurrence should be processed, 
as well as what we will provide our customers with in accordance 
with each foreseeable scenario.



How 
BEESERVICE works
If Customers/Distributors have an issue with BEETHEFIRST
during the Warranty Period* 

We’ll get in touch via email
to diagnose your problem
and see if we can solve it 
remotely.

MAIL

www.mail.mail

inbox (1)
newBEEVERYCREATIVE 
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Fill the online form 
at www.beeverycreative.com

BEEVERYCREATIVE

www.beeverycreative.com

FORM
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If you don’t have the original 
package, you’ll need a new one.
You can purchase one from us
and we’ll send you
everything you need.

If we need you 
to send us your printer, 
see if you have the
original package. 

Yes No

?
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Then, we will pick up
your printer and 
deliver a new one.
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COVERED BY WARRANTY

WITHIN WARRANTY PERIOD

Power on?

25% DISCOUNT*€350* €250*
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NOT COVERED BY WARRANTY

Power on?

No
Visible Damage Visibly Damaged

OUTSIDE
WARRANTY PERIOD

CASE-BY-CASE
ANALYSIS

A new BEETHEFIRST A new BEETHEFIRST for A new BEETHEFIRST with

* + VAT when applicable
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